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1. Introduction. 

Recently an algebraic scheme hoe been derived, allowing the 
calculation of generalized phase shifts *lx and corresponding 
partial wave amplitudes A u of a special non-spherically sym
metric potential, consisting of a cluster of non-overlapping 
muffin-tin <HT) potentials. The case of pure s -scatters», 
next to considered by Demkov and Rudakov (1970), has bean genera
lised by John and Zieeehe (1971) to scattarere with arbitrary 
angular momenta, using the analogy to the KKR method for band 
structure calculatione ( Korringa 1947, Kobn and KoBtoker 1954). 
The mentioned quantities £A and AL\ are determined only 
by the sites a„ »nd the phase shifts ?д of the scatter-
era. The proposed scheme is useful for problems not only of the 
theory of molecules ( electron scattering at molecules (Demkov 
and Rudakov 1970), bound states of molecules ( Smith and Johnson 
1969)), but also of aolid atatt theory. It was for example pos
sible, to derive the Lloyd-formula for the density of states of 
arbitrary, extended HT-systems in a very simple way via о gene
ralised Friedel sum rule ( John and Ziascha 1971 b). The vae of 
general propertips ot the cluster phase shifts %A ( with res
pect to their dependence of the MT-phaae shifts ^ ) allows the 
derivation of new gap criteria of Saxon-Hutner type also for 
three-dimensional blncry alloys (John 1972). Alao tha application 
of tha propoaed method to band etructure calculatione ot latticea 
with several atoms per unit cell haa bean discussed recently 
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(John, Lehmann and Ziesche 1972). Clusters of ЫТ-potentials 
have been used to describe shortrange order and pseudogapa in 
elemental amorphous covelent semiconductors { He Gill and Klima 
1972). 

Non-spheric ally symmetrio potential ( within the VT-apherea) 
are important also in transition metala with partially filled 
d - bands ( Jacobs 1972) or sealconductore with covalent bonds 
(Kane 1971). For auoh potentiala ( coupling finite seta of an
gular momenta) Evans and Keller (1972) recently generalised the 
uaual methoda for band structure calculations (KKR,KKRZ,APW)* 
They alao used generalized, but slightly otherwise defined phase 

ahifta ^ (?) . In (John, Lehmann and Zieache 1972) it haa been 
shown, that the use of phase shifts £ л and amplitudes A t A t 

which by the way correspond to the eigenatates of the S-, T- or 
K- matrix, represents probably the more appropriate and natural 
description. So certain complications can be avoided for example 
(John, Lehaann and Zieache 1972), obtained in { Evans, Keller 
1972) with reaped to the generalization of the APV method. 

In the following a more general type ot non-sph»rically 
symmetric potentials will be considered, being non-zero within 
an arbitrary volume ( Section 2). The application of such poten
tials to the band structure calculations ^f lattices within a 
generalised KKH method allows one In principle, to take into 
account a non-constant potential within the whole oell. 
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But here (Section 3) next to only finite clusters of euch 
generaliaed ( of course,non-overlapping) MT-potentials are 
considered. The cluster equations, determining the scattering 
properties of the cluster, are obtained by an appropriate 
anaats of the wave function ( linear combination of MT-orbitals), 
similar to the original approach of Korringa (1947) and as 
recently again ueed (John and 2iescbe 1971 a, Anderaen and 
Kaaowaki 1971, Andersen 1971). In this connection a generali
zation of recently derived addition theorems for the spherical 
Beaeel ( Ziman 1966) and Neumann ( John and Zieache 1971, Zieache 
1972, Andaraen 1971) functions is needed ( Appendix 2). The 
decoupling of structure ( MT-sites) and potential ( MT-pheae 
shifts), which is characteristic of clusters of spherically 
symmetric MT-potentials,is generally unfortunately lost, al
though the cluster equations are of the aeme type. This decoupl
ing appears only in the case, that the envelopping spheres 
don't overlap. Only in this ease the MT-potentiala are complete
ly characterized by their asymptotic scattering properties, 
that means by their far fields* Otherwise, also the near fields 
appear ( mathematically via integrations over pairs of more 
or less complicated MT-surfacee) , hindering the mentioned de
coupling. As a first simple example of generalised MT-potentials 
(sub-) clusters of usual MT-potentiala axe oonsldored (Section 4). 
The elimination of the quantities, describing the scattering 
properties of the aubcluater, yields just the equation for the 
whole cluster. This showa the consistency ot the developed 
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formalism and means, that a cluster oan be divided arbitrarily 
into subclU3ters i£ one takes Into aocount fully the multiple 
scattering between the subclusters. Suoh divisions are of 
interest also for practical calculations» beoause generally 
some subcluster phase shifts are small for a given not too 
high energy (Demkov and Rudakov 1970). This allows to reduoe 
the dimension of the whole cluster problem. - Finally, finite 
sets of angular momenta ooupling potentials Ki'(r} a r e 

discussed as a second simple example of generalized MT-poten-
tials (Seotion 5). Clusters of suoh potentials are of interest 
for the band struoture of oovalent semioonduotors with their 
more open struotares of diamand type( beoause within a gene
ralised KER-method both the non-sphericity of the MT-potentials \ 

at the lattioe sites (due to the oovalent bonds) and the non-
constant potential in the Interstitial region oan be taken 
into account. The latter has been approximated by Keller 
(1971), installatlng additional spherloally syrametrlo ЫТ-
potentials at interstitial sites. But generally these inter
stitial potentials are non-spherioally symmetric. 

2. Ыоп-spherically symmetrio muffin-tin potentials 

A general muffin-tin potential is defined here to be 
non-zero only within a oertaln volume i?~ (see Fig.l)» 
The scattering states *f# (r) of suoh a Ы5- potential 
are characterised by a behaviour outside the envelopping 
sphere ( r -> r t ) 
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^(fJ-'^tJitHALACffs^-riJrJAuSin^], (2.1) 2' 

containing generalized phase shifts fyK and real partial 
wave amplitudes А 4 Л • Aa in ( John and Ziesche 1971 a) 
the abbreviations 

1 Cfjs jeWX(/7) , Ъ(7)? Пе(ХГ)\(п) , ffs f- (2.2) 

are used. yg and /7* are the usual spherical 
Beseel and Neuuann functional respectively* YL are real 
spherical harmonica, L = ( t, me ) . 

The non-triTial scattering states ( with sin £ A* 0 ) 
ara determined Ъу the SchrSdinger integral equation 

yk(F) = Jdr'SdP G(r-F0V(f',P) ̂ (r-), 
G(T -f) i §[n.C'lr-r\) - ctf1,.l(x\r-f'\)l. < 2 , 3 ) 

The У* uae<! her« differ from those used in 
(John and Ziesche 1971 •) by • ainua «ign. 
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With the usual expansions 

&Л*Я-Ъ)-\ IcOllr') for r|r' , 

and demanding 

(2*3) realises the asymptotic behaviour (2.1). For a given 
energy £ = X the equation (2.3) possesses solutions 
only for certain phase shifts 7\ • 

This is aettn rewriting (2.3) as 

end introducing via 

SarV(f,r;fk(r)= Sdr Kff.PMJCf') (2.7) 
the К -matrix corresponding to the potential V . 
HMlly, inserting (2.7) and fl from (2.6) into (2.5) 

L' \ 2 • 8 ) 

• 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 



turna out, showing the amplitudes AL\ *nd phase 
shifts ^ л to be determined as eigenstetea of* the 

К -matrix in its L -representation on the energy 
shell. As a consequence of the finite range Г0 the 
amplitudes A L ^ are small for £>ХГ в , «a shown 
for a simple example in Appendix 1. Because the К 

matrix is real and symmetric the ( real ) amplitudea ALji 

form an orthogonal and complete aet 

z KLA« '-s^ 1 ^ " * " : f " ' ( 2 - 9 > 

Into the completeness relation of courae also the trivial 
scattering etatea ( with Sin h = О ) must bt included, 
which can be obtained by a successive orthogonalizing proce
dure. 

ifhile the esymptotic or far field ( 2.1) outside 
the envelopping sphere and related to its centre is determined 
according to (2.8) by the К -matrix only on the energy 
shell, these matrix elements 0't, **•'Jt- )tre not sufficient 
for the ware funotlon inalde the envelopping sphere. Namely, 
inserting (2,7) into (2.6) yields 

(2.10) 

with the abbreviations 
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(2.11) 

Indeed, expanding /?<> according to (2.4) , for ГЧГ» 
also expreesiona ^ n K?L'^ appear, involving matrix 
elementв off the energy shell, because the integral repre
sentation of n.(xr) includes 9(. (x'r) for all 
poaitive energies E'-JC' , This ia related to the fact, 
that in the near field region outside the volume № and 
inside the envelopping sphere the wave function ( although 
describing only free particle notion as in the far field 
region outeide the envelopping sphere ) is determined not only 
by the asymptotic quantities ^ and A L ^ , but 
also by the dataila of the distribution of acattering centrea 
inside и . 

In the following, it is useful to assume, that beaidea 
Ь and А(д alao the wave function У\ and 

its normal derivative at th* aurtac» of > V" ia known 
( via (2.10) and (2.11) )• These surface quantities 
determine then the wave function {Л outoide 1/ 
via the equation 
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TtV 
щ/п(Н^11^--гксп={°ит) \ч9} 

.129' 

following itself from C2.3) by means of partial integration. 
Really, from (2.12) follows, that the wave function outside 

t? is again of the form [2.10) but with 
-Э 

w) a A( n- * smfr\<h) 4 ~] &i(x\r- ri) % [ ?. } ^ 
(2.13) 

These expressions are via (2.7) and (2.5) of course equivalent 
with (2.11). Finally, using the expansions (2.4), from (2.131 
and the first line of (2.12) the relatione 

A u cos?,- *«/#(& )„-(&)J "ЛО К CO 

The index at Э/3 Г shows, on vhich function it 
only acts. 
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are obtained, connecting the asymptotic quantitiea *1д , At^ 

with the surface quantities f A , д%/дп . (2.14) 
follows also directly from (2.5) by partial wave integra
tion. 

By the way, with ctg ^ = L end ЭР = t * alao 
bound states £ = - X c a n be included into the discussion. 

3. Cluater 

Now we consider a cluster of such «uffin-tins within 
non-overlapping volumes £^ ,each having orbitala 
У»1 (?) * f*o* which the cluster wave function ^J (Г) 
within Й and in the ianediate environment of ^i 
follows by an appropriate linear coebinatitm 

The cluster nvs function i£(f) in th. whol* spece 
ia given by 

£ (?) -- Z [3i СП cos %-^df) sin ̂ 7 BU. (3.2) 

This c.n be considered *a an anaatz, corresponding to the 
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wished asymptotic behaviour, but ia also easily obtained 
fro* the integral equation (2.3). 

Similar as in the сазе of spherically symmetric muffin-
tins ( John and Ziesche 1971 a, Andersen and Kasowski 1972) 
we get the cluster equations for $. , 3/ A and ё-Кь 
demanding f^ = у * in the surrounding of 2̂ - , To 
this purpose the expansion at ^x * n d nx' around 
another volume 2 (̂ is песеаввгу 

j','c?) -- I J! сr) 2'Л-, 
A X 

,;. (З.Э) 

defining structure matrices о х х« , Ы^у i which вг« 
determined only by the wave functions \f* and Jy 
and their normal derivatives on the eurfacee of the volumes 
L̂ - and &i- , respectively С See Appendix 1» eq . 

(A2.3) ), While the expansion (3.3) of }*f' is valid 
for all r , the corresponding expansion (3.3) of njj 
holds only within the volume l?t and a certain environ
ment of V~i > described in more detail after (4.B). If 
to each volume fy ltia attached a site /?, and if the 
partial wave amplitudes А д are related to these 
sites Ri , then 3A'y can be reduced to a simpler 
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structure matrix За' i containing only theae aitea &i : 

Kx- " },, KL ЗА' Ai'* (3.4) 
with A,.i = A ^ . While (3.4) always holds, ie the corres
ponding relation for N"x , namely 

valid only, if the volunea "i «re within non-overlapping 
spheres around the aites &{ ( see Appendix 2, eg, . 
(A.2.4)). As in ( John and Ziesche 1971 a ) the structure 
matrices appearing in (3.4) and (3.1i) are defined by 

1"' = W Z Cin. I'•'-% (RU.) • ie-e'$dn Y/n)e'***"-\<"> 
г (з.в) 

N$*(t- SuWZCuVte-e',rar Cf« ) 

only necessary , that the "estiential" part of the generalized 
muffin-tine 3a within non-overlapping spheres. Let ua consider 
a cluster of ordinary muffin-tin» at aitea a„ aa an example 
for a generalized muffin-tin. Then the asymptotic behaviour 
(2.1) ia correct not only for r >r, , but also for Г>тафп) 

and outside the muffin-tin spheres. That means, in thia case 
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with Ru,sRi-Ri' and with 

(3.7) 

ав Gaunt coefficients. 

Inserting (3.3) into (3.2) and demanding If - V' 
we immediately obtain ( eee Appendix S, eq . (A2.6)) 

fJbu'Siw*wi(*&-<%iJil!)'l&fc° f°r sinl[*o (3.8) 

Kj, -- < 

1 И ' 
Sin?' V 

for sin ? '#0 

£^U^X i.// for 5л/?£д = 0 , 

( 3 . 9 ) 

Theae cluater equations, determining «a many non-trivial 
с luster scattering states ( with bin *l^ t-0 ) as non-
trivial MT-phase shifts ^ exiat , can be derived of 
couree also by яеапа of a Kohn/Roatoker ( 1954) treatnent. 

only the spheres envelopping the sites of the ordinary euffin-
tins must not overlap. 
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(3.8) and (3*9) are the conditions for that the wave functions 
(3.1) in the immediate surrounding of each muffin-tin have the 
same ooafcinuation<3.2) into the whole sp»c» ( outside the 
volumes Vl ) with an asymptotic behaviour described by 
cluster phaae shifts (L and cluster amplitudes B^ . 

Similar as in the case of spherically symmetric muffin-
tins ( Demkov and Rudakov 1970} the eigenvalues cig £,, 
of (3.6) can be written in the form of expectation values, 

the stationary properties of which with respect to small 
variations of the ЫТ-phase shifts V directly leads 
to 

This means| if one of the MT-phase shifts ^ is increased 
(decreased), than also all cluster phaae shifts £ 
increase { decrease). 

Again similar as in the case of spherically symmetric 
muffin-tins ( John and Ziesche 1971 a, Smith and Johnson 
1969) (3.8) determines with ctg ^ =. i and 
also the bound states £--z*<0 

It the aingle muffin-tins here special forms and if 
they are just touching along parts of their surfaces, forming 
in this way a total ( connected) volume If- £ Ui as shown 
in Fig. 2, then the thin skins of zero potential along the 
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touching surface parts are of course artificial. These skins 
therefore can be eliminated, showing the consistency of the 
developed formalism. To prove this we rewrite (3.2) by means 
of the recently proved addition theorems for the spherical 
Beaael (Zlman 1966) and Neumann (John and Ziesche 1971 a, 
Zlesohe 1972» Andersen 1971) funotions in the following way 
( for г > r0 ) 

УА ( г ) = Г Ц с г ) а и ? • -nL(.r)sin}JBl 

(3.21) 
^ (.' ) - * - L Ldu^ /-"- (p "tU )*"< (j,JuLJ< 

with 

^-l...t^-u% 'tft " £- QLL- M*'V *> ' (3,12) 
i'XJt 

(3.11) corresponds to (2.1). Uaing the definition of lf^(r)1 

(3.1) and the Vfronelci relation (A2.2), we obtain ( in the last 
step the ekins are eliminated ) 

(9) У 

corresponding to (2.14). To obtain also the formula, corres
pond in# to (2.15)» with (3,12)» (3.8) and (3.9)» we can write: 
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Using again (3.1) and (A2.2), really 

turns out, q.e.d. 

If/ on the other hand the muffin-tins are far enough 
froo each other, ao that the envelopping spheres of the 
muffin-tins ( or at least of its *' essential part", see 
footnote 4) don't overlap ( see Pig. 3) then (3,5) ie valid. 
That means, the muffin-tins enter into the cluster equations 
(3,6) only via the asymptotic behaviour of its scattering 
states У л , described by ^' and AL^ . These 
properties of the far field (2,1) are eufficient, no near 
field properties (2.11) are neceasary. This peculiarity 
allows also to transform the i - X -representation (3,8) 

into an i - L -representation by means of (3.4) 
and (3.5): 

^M^-^IW^-^^)%--o (3-16' 
with Bt/l - Z , AL>. S w and 

Kc - 2 ,, , AU Ai, 

к 



Pu> projects the non-trivial scattering states (sin'i^o) 

Assuming all MT-phaee shifts ^д
£ non-trivial, that is 

PlL>- &LL' i a system of equations p (3.18), arises very similar 
to the equations for a cluster of spherically symmetric muffin-
tins ( John and Zieache 1971 a). The only differences ere, 
that the scattering properties of the single muffin-tins 
are here described by non- diagonal matrices (ig $ )fL. i 
instead of SLL- Ы \ ' and that the dimension of the system 
of equations, (3.16), is in principle infinite. Numerical 
calculations require of course the restriction to finite 
numbers of angular momenta. But, because (3,16) breaks down, 
if the envelopping spheres overlap, the influence of the 
parts of a eingle muffin-tin i is described the worse the 
more far they are from their corresponding site J?t .That 
means for a better approximation more angular momenta are 
necessary than it corresponds to the linear dimension 
owing to the combination of (^9i)\L- with NLlf 

and ^L' • - If * e have only a few non-trivial MT-
phsee shifts *ll , that is PLL, *• £LL- , then the 
solutions of 

owing to the definition of /SiJb 
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separating physical and unphysical solutions. - The advantage 
of the i - I -representation (3.16) compared with the 
i - л -representation (3,8) consists in that the MT-poten-

tials enter in a compact menner only via the quantities (3.17). 

4. First example: Cluster of subcluatera 

As a first simple example of non-spherically symmetric 
muffin-tine we consider clusters of usual muffin-tins with 
phase shifts £ '"' and centres /?t-rt|. - f?i * ^in4 ( see 
Fig. 4). In this case the surface integrations (2.13) yield 

,.— ,. .... 
Because the non-trivial scattering states ( Sin ^ *o ) 

have only non-vanishing near field amplitudes A["1 for 
the angular momenta L with non-trivial HT-phase shifts 
£ 1 Л* , the sums over L in (4.1...5) and (4.10,11) 
are correspondingly restricted. 
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with пешг field amplitudes &t_\ determined together 
with the eubcluater phase shifts ^ by ( see John 
and Zieache 1971 a) 

, L (4.?) 

The amplitudes (̂.Л* а г е "orthogonal" and " complete" 
in the following sense 

(4.За) 

allowing the following reformulation of (4.2) 

1 А ; : ^ ; А ; ? = « ^ ? ; ; , <4.=b) 
The details are given in Appendix 3. The " surface" 
structure matricea of the whole cluster defined in (3.3) 
or (A2.3) reduces via 

2%-- т. K7?«'*'''•''•<•'?' -
" • ; • ' , ( 4 . 4 ) 

to the "point" structure matrices defined ir (3.6). 
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The consistency of the developed formalism ie to be 
seen in the following way: Elimination of the quantities 
*2д i ALL , describing the aubclusters, lead by means of 

(4.3) to equations for the whole cluster 

4 , [cv К"1' м'Г 7- ' П С r*Je* .̂c«.e> 

which are of the same type as the equations (4*2) for the 
aubolustera only with a ( now of course artificial) double 
enumeration of the single muffin-tine by a subclueter index l 
and an index л(- within the aubcluste?. In (4.5) the 
abbreviation в l*1 =.Д ,.<• •.'VA'^*// is used. 

This consiatency property of the cluster equations 
should be of intereet also for practical calculations! because 
generally the subcluster phase shifts ^ are in part 
very small for a given ( not too high) energy. The number of 
the essentially non-zero phase shifts ^ ia determined 
via xai by the energy £ = %l and by the linear dimen
sion a*, x rnax(aini) 0f the subcluster. Therefore the 
diaeneion of the wholo cluster equations <3.8) reduoes* 

Now, we discuss the expressions of the wave functions, 
especially ^ (?) • The region in which (3.1) holds, 
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ia determined by the validity of the expansion (3,3) of 
л/,' ( r) . The latter can be written with (4.1) {A3.2) 

and (4.4) as 
(л- su<)nL(n.n<.)=z t iiS^n- )Q" )7X N'";','."'' 

"У/г 
(4.6) 

In the last step X haa been expanded around the 
muffin-tin n( , From the addition theorem of the spheri
cal Neumann functi oris follows, that (4.6) is valid within a 
sphere around t?in juat touching ^L-n. * 

Because this consideration is valid for each muffin-tin nt 

of the suwcluster L and because in (3.3) the muffin-tina 
^r of the subcluster i are summed up, holds the 

expanaioi .3.3) of n'y (?) within that region, which conaiata 
of apherea around the muffin-tins л, of the subcluater 
just touching one of the muffin-tin centres of tne subcluster 

С . - Therefore in the general сааз of Section 3 we have 
to blow up spheres around each aurface point of 1?, t so 
that it juat touches one of the surface points of v^ 

The sum of all these spheres is exactly that part of space, 
in which the expansion (3.3) of "^ (?) is valid. -
Returning again to the special case of subclusters we can 
write the wave function in the described surrounding of the 
aubcluster i in the following way: 
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luFyb^ij. f°r sLnK"£*0 

к;-\ (4.8) 

This results from (3.1)> (3.9) and (3.9) eliminating tho 
quantitiea \' and A V with (4.1), (4.2) and 
(A3.2). If и expand % Cf ) around the «uffin-tin л,-
then 

L (4.9) 

turns t>ut, «gain with the eliminable double enumeration i,nL 

(4*9) i s valid within a sphere around fynt- just touching 
the next muffin-tin centre ( belonging to the 
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aubcluster i or not). This shows the consistency of 
the formalism also with respect to the wave function . 

Finally we conaider the special сазе of aubcluatera 
being so far from each other, that the apheres with radii 
flj around the aubcluster aitea "t don't overlap. 

In this case the far field properties of the subcluater 
described by / A and 

А.Л =}rL.duL' Ai'A { 4 . 1 0 ) 

are sufficient, no near field properties aa described by 
A LX are neceaaary, Thie allows - aa diacusaed in Section 3 
- to pass fron the i- A -representation (3.8) to the i-L-

representation (3,16) or (3.18), which contains the sub-
cluster quantities in the more compact form (3.17). By the 
way these quantities (3,17) can be calculated straightforward
ly ( aae Appendix 3) 

iл,-л(- „n't о 
(4.11) 
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avoiding an extra calculation of ^ and A'L* ( but 
requiring the inversion of the matrices $ and M ) s 

- In the considered caee also tha ity - L -representation 
(4.5) siaplifies itself, because the structure matrices split 
in the following way 

<J L c

l ~ f- <}L i, dLtLt ditt' , 
(4.12) 

separating the cluster structure (Ri) and the euocluster 
structure С aifti ) from each other. - Л certain advantage 
of all three representations ia, that variations of the sites 
or potential within the subcluater can be treated easily. 

5. Second example: Cluster of potentials with finite 
sets of angular momenta. 

Aa e second sinple example of в non-apherically aymetric 
muffin-tin we consider the following ( generally non-local) 
potential 

Г г X(.*)\,:(w)M*) f»r r<r. 
V(TJ')-r,L <5.D 

( О for r>r„ 
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as recently with respect to band atructure calculations dis
cussed by Evans and Keller (1972). The sums over L.L.' 

are running up to a certain maximum angular momentum i?a 
Then the SchrSdinger equation ia tranaformed with an anaatz 
У (г) _ Z У^п) RL (r) into a set of ( £ > M ) 2 coupled 
differential equations 

IT &'- e-^^]RS<)--l\>dr'KAr,r) RL.(r). (B.<, 

Demanding regularity at r~ 0 , from (5.2) a set of fl?„ * 0* 

linearly independent solutions RLn (r ) next to arises, 
having outside the HT-aphere the behaviour 

fftnC') = 3e (")««- "«(*OAn for nx. 

with coefficients 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

From this the scattering etatee ^ (Г) are obtained 
• by an appropriate linear combination X 4*n <£,x 
demanding 
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Therefore a set of Algebraic equations arises 

Z(<*tn -С^$х^п}ХлХ=0, (5.e) 

yielding (&> + ') solutions ?д and A tx 
By the way of course also bound state В < 0 can Ъе 
obtained; only the replacements Я—i JC and tig^—i 

are necessary, the latter guaranteeing the wave function 
to reaain finite. Then (5.6) determines certain energies 
En ~- - *Z , 

Now we consider a cluster of auch potentials (5.1), 
each characterised by quantities V and ALX , 
which are obtained from the matricea <^-\n * n d Д'„ * 
Because the potentiala don't overlap, beaides (3.4) also 

J Li' 
A A' 

and Ы\ x' appearing in the cluster equations (3.8) 
completely reduce to the ее trices </Li< , NLl< , containing 
only the centres i?t- of the potentials, and the' ( asymp
totic or far fiald) amplitudes AL\ . Because the potentials 
(P.I) involve only finite seta of angular momenta, the айна 
over I in (3.4) and C3.S) are correspondingly reatricted.-
Pasaing from the i- A - representation (3*8) to the i -L- -
representation (3.16), there are no difficulties with respect 
to the projection operator Pu> » becauae the amplitudes 
A[A , obtained from (5.5) and (5.6), form i t se l f ( that i s , 
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without the trivial scattering states) a complete net. That 
means we have 7 t̂. " QLL- i n difference to thy situation 
discussed in Section 4. Beeidee this, the only notential 
depending quantity ( ty$l

Lt') , entering into (3.18), 
can be obtained directly from the original matrices d^n 

and P[„ 

avoiding an extra calculation of ^д a n d Д*А 
( but requiring thft inversion of the matrices d.tn ). 
(5.7) follows immediately fron (S.5). 

The author is grateful to Dr. W.John and Dr. K.Elk 
for useful diacussione. 
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Appendix l. Angular momentum dependence of the partial 
wave anplit-^ie. 

As a simple example we consider two S -acatterers 
with equal phase shifts ^ and a distance <X. 

Then the cluster equations (4.2) produce only two non-trivial 
scattering atates К- ± 

*'-' » i 3A*a) 

A' = -j , Л г . . ; ! А " > (Ai-H 

yielding with respect to the centre the following far field 
amplitudes 

The 8 -dependence of AL* is essentially determined 

by Зс1г'а"'!^ , which tends for gy~?Xa/2 to zero ae 

dt Csfa/2 ) - ( g ( ~ — e U 1 . 3 , 
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(A2.1) 

Appendix 2. Wronski relatione and addition theorems of 
non-apherically symmetric muffin-tin orhitale. 

Next to we define with the amplitudes A^x of the 
trivial scattering etates arising from an orthogonalizing 
procedure a function 

for Ып*}х*о 

for $in ЪА-О, 

Then ^д(гЗ and Х д ( г ) fullfill relatione 

xpdf[(&)i-СГг)А.]Зл(7)1.С') =0 , 

which correspond to and generalize the well-known Wronaki 
relations of the spherical Besael and Neumann functions. This 
is proved in the following way; Using, that <?A end X* 

are solutions of the homogeneous equation, we can deform 
the integration surface (1?) into the envelopping sphere 

(A2.2b) 
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r= Г0 • Now л л =• Z ntAtA holds aleo for sin ̂ д*0 . 
Then with the orthogonality of the Y t and AlX end 
with the ordinary Wronski relations immediately (A2.2) results. 

With theae relations explicit expressions of the 
structure matrices defined in (3*3) can be obtained* Really 
from (3.3) follows with (2.13), (A2.2a and c) for sin ?д *0 

( needed in (3.8)) 

Ni^o-su.)X^jm)K-{§ri.i Щ nkv 
o; (A2.3a) 

and with (Л2.1) and (A2.2c) for sin£-0 ( needed in 
(3.9)) 

пл'(Г) is given generally by the surface integral (2.13), 
but in the case of non-orerlapping enTelopping spheres 
(2.13) reduces siaply with (2.4), (2.14) and (2.IS) to(7fs"-£) 

In the second step the addition theorem of the spherical 
Neumann fucntions has been used. Ineerting (A2.4) into (A2.3) 
then (3.5) turns out. Because 
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there *re no restrictions for the expansion (2.4) of j о , 

the corresponding expression of Эд' (*) is always true; 
therefore the "homogeneous " structure matrices o A A- are 
given by (3.4), also in the case of overlapping envelopping 
spheres. 

By the way, with. 

CD-) l о fa, г ^ 0-

C" J U A(r)forr^, 

which ia proved . by appropriate deformations of the integ
ration surface, the function i in (2.13) and 
(A2.3a) can be replaced by - nx 

Finally, (3.8) and (3.9) are derived from % - ft 
r 

by means of (А2.Й) . The difference takes the form 

fju CO -fjcr) -- I "I (.ri^yj, * Z 3x (~)fly . (A2.6) 

With (Л2.2) imediately follows oly - О and Р>,ш,~0 \ 
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these are the equations (3,8} and (3#9). 

Appendix 3: Orthogonality and completeness of the partial 
wave amplitudes of a cluster. 

Owing to the relation between far field amplitudes A^_A 

and near field amplitudes А" л , 

A L A "- ̂ , ЗД? АГ'я (A3.1) 

from the orthogonality and completeness of the far field 
amplitudes A L > there follow Immediately corresponding relations 
for the near field amplitudes At\ i 

|Л;З;;'А;; .- s»., $ K x ^ - { r ) : ^ c«.« 

Because the near field anplitudea A t x of the non-
tririal eeattering etate* « n non-мго only * o r »n«ular 
momenta with non-tririal phase ahifts 'l" ( this oun be 
explicitly « p r n n d by A 4

n
x -- « л t" а Д ), 

A " = 0 f e r s m n *0 and *"•?."»'', < A a - 3 ) 

the amplitudes of the tririal aoattarinf atataa fulfill 
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the following condition аз a consequence of the orthogona
lity: 

Z } n n , ' An,' = 0 f°r s L n \ -0 a n d sin *i1 iO , (A3.4) 

From (A3.3) end (A3.4) follows, that the projection operator 
of the non-trivial scattering states can be written as 

r- — -.on /-i-Mitnj -in,!) 
T ALXA*L-^£ ^ u ^ A l i z < / ^ ' , (A3.5) 

Inserting (A3.1) into (A3.5) yields tbia projection operator 
in л- L -representation 

ГСГ1^' for sin^iO a n d *ini?''?0 

(A3.6) 

, 0 for sin ^2 = 0 or sin J", -fl 

Finally, with the orthogonality ( first equation of (A3.2)) 
and the "incompleteness" (A3.6) the cluster equations (4.2) 
can bt rtfornulated as 
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i A ; , % i я; ; = (M-'W'tf t;; <*>-7> 

or with (A3.1) a» 
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Fig* 1. A general UT-potenti&l and ita emrelopping 
sphere with reepect to an arbitrary centre. 

fig. 2. A cluster of general irr-potantials, touching 
along parta of their surfaces. 
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Pig. 3. A cluster of general MT-potentials with 
non-overlapping envoiopping spheres. 



rig. 4. A clutter of eubcluatar*. 
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